


                                                  TRANSFORMERS: Evolution



                           The vastness of space was infinite. Blackness dimly lit by stars and
         nebulas, with no purpose except to exist. In a sense, the whole of space was 
         nothing short of serenity. But for now, serenity had to wait. A small portion of
         space started changing colour, the form that of a swirling vortex. It came into
         existence remarkably quick, it’s sinister blue colour giving it the tone of something
         that was far from normal.
                            And then, without warning, something emerged from the vortex, it’s
         large metallic form adrift helplessly amongst the dark vastness. It’s presence no
         longer required, the vortex shrunk itself out of existence, leaving the large form
         all alone. It’s drift continued, with debris and liquids flowing freely from it. The
         large form was a relic of days past, it’s technology now outdated. Time had finally
         caught up with it, it’s final destiny at hand.
                            It’s markings were familiar, with a purple insignia on it’s chest meaning
         that this form belonged to the once prominent faction of the Decepticons, one half
         of a robot race that inhabited the world of Cybertron. The floating form was that of
         the Decepticon’s last leader, Whiterod. He was still functional, barely. Whiterod
         wasn’t aware he was deposited into space and was drifting. His systems were too
         badly damaged from his last battle, and he was slowly fading.
                             A huge hole in his chest cavity, and the gaping space where his left
         leg had been were leaking energon, with smaller wounds all over him faring just
         as bad. One optic was destroyed from a direct hit, the other operating at less than
         capacity. His condition severe, Whiterod seemed doomed to go offline permanently 
         and drift through space forever. But little did he know that something was about to 
         happen, something that would change him and the rest of the galaxy forever. It wasn’t 
         his time to go yet, nor was he ready. 
                              Suddenly, his body became enveloped in an eerie green glow, and it
         began to pull him towards it’s source at an increased speed. The object that emitted
         the green glow grew larger as Whiterod got closer, it’s form gigantic compared to
         him. It’s shape resembled that of a planet-eater, a race of robots from millions of
         years past. The only planet-eater even seen by current life forms was Unicron, an
         evil robot that was destroyed by the forces of good during the Cybertronian wars.
                              This one was bigger than Unicron, and had only made his return to
         this galaxy recently, drawn here by a motionless Decepticon warrior that was held
         by his tractor beam now. Whiterod was now directly in front of the gigantic robot, and
         the green light was terminated, almost as if it was on cue. He was stopped, floating
         end over end, not knowing what would happen next.
                               “Whiterod.” said the robot, in a deep voice. “I am Omnicron. I have
         come to give you a new lease on life.” he finished. Whiterod did not have the
         energy to reply. He simply stayed in his current position, and waited. Suddenly, a
         bright blue light surrounded him, his body straightening for some reason. Omnicron
         spoke. “Your body will be enhanced, your weaponry upgraded.” he said, as the
         smaller robot’s form started to be repaired and altered. “Once completed, I will send
         you back to your kind.” said Omnicron, explaining. “Your purpose will be to lead
         ALL of Cybertron, not just the Decepticons.” he said.

                               Suddenly, a strange vortex opened right in front of him. He was
         about to mutter something when he caught a glance of something emerging from
         the vortex. “Not possible...” he said softly. The lifeless form of the Decepticon
         Skywarp now floated next to him. “It is quite possible.” said Omnicron. “I have
         Cloned this body exactly from the original, which continued on it’s path to
         destiny many years ago.” he finished. Whiterod spoke softly again. “Why? What
         purpose does this serve?” he queried. 
                              Omnicron responded immediately. “This will be the basis for your
         new body. Your current form is too damaged to continue.” he said. “If there is
         nothing else, we shall begin.” said Omnicron, as an eerie green glow blanketed
         both forms in front of him. A strange beam scanned both Transformers, and as it
         it finished, Whiterod could feel himself start to disassemble and merge with the
         other Decepticon’s inert form. He suddenly became aware of the complete merging
         of his spark with his new form.
                               Whiterod’s body continued it’s metamorphosis, his armour now
         stronger than ever before, his wounds nearly repaired , the parts enhanced. He was
         almost a new Decepticon. The familiar autmobile form was almost gone, replaced
         by the wings and heel jets of the new form. Not only was he a few feet taller than a 
         standard seeker form, but the whole body was upgraded, his armour tripled, his
         technology improved, and his paint scheme totally new. He only slightly resembled a 
         Seeker, but was more advanced, both in design and technology.
                              
                                The familiar black and purple of Skywarp was gone, replaced by a
         colour scheme of white, orange, and black, with images of flames on his wings,
         rudders, and fuselage. His optics now glowing, he decided to speak. “What of my 
         powers and abilities and whatnot?” he queried. After a few seconds of silence, 
         his response came. “Your abilities and powers are now that of a demi-God. Your 
        phase-shift no longer needs a control, as all of your technology and powers can be 
        controlled by will. You are now more powerful then ever before.” said Omnicron. 
        With your new body complete, you require a new name.” he said.
                               Whiterod just nodded, and watched the rest of his new technology
         become active. “And what shall that be?” he asked. Omncron hummed in thought
         before answering. “You will from this point onward be known as ‘Skystorm’. He
         finished. A moment of silence proceeded before anyone spoke. “Am I now your servant?”                    asked Skystorm. A small laugh preceeded Omnicron’s response. “No,” he said. “But 
         should I need you in any way, you will come to me no matter what.” said the planet 
         eater. Whiterod just nodded. To him, it seemed like a reasonable agreement.
                                His transformation now complete, he was ready to head back to 
         Cybertron. Omnicron spoke again. “Go now Skystorm.” he said. “Fulfill your 
         destiny and take your rightful place as the leader of your world, as it needs you.” 
         Skystorm only nodded, before transforming into his new mode, and was immediately 
         rocketing towards Cybertron at speeds other Transformers could only dream of.


                             As the starts streaked by, Skystorm wondered what the impact
          would be from all that has happened to him. He was now one of the most 
          powerful beings in the galaxy, and with that kind of power came a great
          responsibility. He knew that Cybertron and it’s people were his to lead now,
          and that he would need to lead them to a new golden age.
                             His thoughts still in a jumble, he jetted on, knowing there would
          be questions upon his arrival, and that he would have to provide answers.
          He was hoping that he could get to work sooner, rather than later after his
          arrival. After all, he had a lot to accomplish, what with being evolved, and
          with the amount of time he had been away from Cybertron. 
                             Without getting ahead of himself, he then managed to shift his
          thoughts back to the journey he was on at the moment. Getting to Cybertron
          was always half the fun, no matter what.



                             It was a quiet day in Polyhex, the streets were clear of transformers,
          the comm channels almost empty, a slow day indeed. Silverbolt walked down
          the main artery alone, on a solitary patrol through the centre of the city. There
          hadn’t been much to do since the Atzerian War, and even less to do since Telex
          was partially destroyed in that war and rebuilt the following year.
                             He and the other Aerialbots were instrumental in preventing the
          total anhilation of Telex, with Superion taking a severe thrashing at the hands
          of a last minute assault by the Atzerians. The damage done was extensive, as
          Superion was knocked offline ad stayed that way for the better part of a year
          until the required parts could be fabricated properly.
                             Silverbolt was almost at the location of Whiterod’s old base/hangar
          bay, when his sensors picked up something entering orbit and descending fast,
          heading straight for his location. He used his optical scanners to enhance the
          signals. “What the hell is that, and why didn’t the orbital defence platforms pick
          it up??” he asked out loud, not expecting a response.


                             His descent sharp and his speed fast, Skystorm was rapidly approaching
         the ground fairly quickly. With a single thought, he was able to cloud the sensors of
         the orbital platforms, as well as cruise right past a patrol in orbit. As he got closer
         to the ground, he picked up a large being standing near his old headquarters. His
         sensors told him it was Silverbolt, of the Aerialbots. ‘This should be interesting’ he
         thought to himself. Without further delay, he brought his descent to an abrupt halt, 
         landing just shy of Silverbolt, and transforming at the same time in a split second,
         touching the ground with a thud.
                             “Silverbolt.” he started. “You’re looking well.” he said. The Aerialbot
         said nothing at first, then drew his weapon and trained it on the unknown. “Identify
         yourself immediately!” shouted Silverbolt. Skystorm addressed him. “I who liberated
         you from the mind-control so many megacycles ago now has to identify himself?” he
           asked. Silverbolt’s optics went wide for a moment before his weapon slowly
           was lowered to his side. “Whiterod???” he asked, bewildered. Skystorm smiled
           for a nanosecond, then spoke. “Actually, it’s Skystorm now, but either way, it is
           good to see you again, loyal Silverbolt.” The Aerialbot just stood there, his disbelief
           slowly fading away.
                            “But.....but you were destroyed following the battle with Serpeon two
           stellar cycles ago!” he explained hurriedly. Skystorm thought for a moment, then  
           spoke. “I was drifting in space and my condition was grave, but I did not die.” he
           explained. “A being known as Omnicron rebuilt me into what I am now.” he said.
           Silverbolt blinked. It did make sense, but was all too sudden.
                            ‘Very well.” said Silverbolt. “What are your orders?” he asked. Skystorm
           thought for a moment, then addressed the Aerialbot. “None at this time, as I have
           considerable work to do. But....feel free to accompany me.” he said. Silverbolt just
           nodded before following Skystorm, who had begun walking to his old base. “Just
           do me one favour Silverbolt.”said Skystorm as he walked. Silverbolt nodded. 
           “Anything.” he replied. “Don’t go broadcasting my return just yet.” said Skystorm.
           “Ummm.....” muttered Silverbolt as he trailed off.”


                             Standing before the spot in the Crypt where his former friend and
           comrade lay, Skystorm didn’t have any words to describe what it felt like to be
           there, nor could he think of much else for the time being. All he knew was that
           this had to be done. Focusing all his thoughts and energy on the tomb, his optics
           began to glow in a strange purple glow, an energy field slowly forming around
           himself and the tomb.
                             “Rise old friend, rise....” he said, voice trailing off as both he and
           tomb seemed to be in a world of their own as the purple energy enveloped them
           both as it began to pulsate. Suddenly, it shook itself apart, and a familiar form
           rose from it, levitated onto it’s feet. The form’s optics opened, glowing as they
           did years ago, the spark having returned, the battle damaged being quickly
           repaired by the purple energy.
                              As fast as it had begun, it was over. Skystorm looked down at his
           old friend with a bit of a smile. “Wha....what the....wait, who the hell are you,
           and where are we??” asked the smaller robot. Skystorm replied instantly. 
           “Relax Minirod. Everything is back to normal.” he explained. Minirod looked
           up confused. “Boss, is that you?” he asked. Skystorm nodded. “We have a lot
           to discuss, you and I. It’s been a while.” he said, leading the both of them out
           of the Crypt, as Minirod just nodded, waiting to hear all about whatever had
           happened to the both of them.


                             The news had gotten around quickly, as all of Cyberton now knew of
           Skystorm’s return, his powers, and his revival of Minirod. Within a few hours, 
           he had arrived at the Great Hall to address everyone. His speech lasted more than 
           a few cycles, but the gigantic crowd of Cybertronians didn’t seem to mind. He 
           went into great deal about his battle with Serpeon, and how he was near terminaton 
           when found by Omnicron.
                             Skystorm spoke of the prosperity that Cybertron would again experience
           and how the new Golden Age would be ushered in. Upon completion of his speech,
           the crowd roared, having been captivated thoroughly by him. There was a renewed
           sense of hope now, a new joint purpose. And he was right. The new Golden Age 
           seemed to begin almost immediately for everyone. 
                             But little did everyone know, including Skystorm, that a nasty secret
           would soon be unleashed on the galaxy, one that would bring chaos to order, and
           claim the lives of some Cybertronians. But now was now, and Cybertronians
           everywhere couldn’t stop celebrating the return of their leader. A leader who’s
           vision of the future was all that was between Cybertronians and oblivion.


                                                              THE END
                             


                                        
         
